Fire Safety Management Plan
1. Introduction
This document relates to the Hanover Centre, 33 Southover Street, Brighton
BN2 9UD.
The premises are a community centre and garden area used for workshops, classes, meetings
and entertainment. The management committee of the Hanover Community Association (HCA)
hold the premises under a lease and have overall responsibility. Day-to-day responsibility lies
with the Centre Co-ordinator (currently Iain Andrews – a part-time employee of the HCA).
The risk assessments in this document were completed in July 2010 by the Centre Co-ordinator
and the Chair of the HCA management committee and will be due for review in July 2011 unless
significant issues are identified before that date.

2. Policy Statement
It is the policy of the HCA to protect all persons including employees, hirers and users,
contractors and members of the public from potential injury and damage to their health that
might arise from or during their presence on the premises.
The HCA will provide and maintain safe working conditions, equipment and systems of work for
all employees, and will provide such information, training and supervision as they need for this
purpose.
The Hanover Community Association will give a high level of commitment to health and safety
and will comply with all statutory requirements.
All electrical or gas inspections or work will be done by competent, qualified tradespeople.

3. Management Systems


Organisation. The HCA is an unincorporated charitable organisation. The trustees are
members of the management committee, which meets monthly. A trustee (normally the
Chair) exercises responsibility for health and safety matters on behalf of the committee. The
employees of the HCA are required to observe the organisation’s policies and procedures in
respect of health and safety issues.



Control. The Centre Co-ordinator undertakes a weekly detailed inspection of the premises
and is responsible for ensuring that a daily visual check is carried out (see Appendix A).
Competent and qualified contractors maintain and test the fire safety systems (including the
fire alarm system, extinguishers and safety equipment).



Planning. The Centre Co-ordinator will complete the initial review of fire risk assessments
and will then review the revised assessments with the relevant management committee
member. Findings that represent any significant hazard or risk to employees or users of the
premises will be treated as high priority issues. Findings will be treated as medium priority
issues where they do not represent a significant risk but do show that improvement is
possible. High priority issues will be actioned as soon as practicable. Medium priority issues
will be integrated into the building maintenance and improvement programme. The revised
risk assessments, high priority action plan and revised building maintenance program will be
presented to the management committee for endorsement.
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Monitoring. All incidents, accidents or ‘near misses’ are recorded in the accident book. All
risks or hazards identified during building inspections are recorded in the inspections file.
Records of inspections of systems by contractors are kept on site. All issues will be examined
in detail to determine the root cause of the problem so that appropriate action can be taken.
Any issue or incident that calls into question an aspect of the current Emergency Action Plan
and fire risk assessments will trigger a review of the EAP and risk assessments.



Review. If the monitoring process has not triggered a review of the fire risk assessments in
the interim, the assessments will be reviewed in their entirety 12 months after the last
assessment.

4. General Description of Premises
The building was originally constructed in the 1860’s. The main materials used are red brick with
a slate roof and studwork and plasterboard internal walls.
On the ground floor there is an entrance lobby with two toilets, an office, a large hall, a kitchen, a
toilet for disabled persons and a number of storage cupboards.
There are two staircases to the upper floor, which consists of a large hall with two toilets, a small
meeting room and a number of storage cupboards.
There is a mezzanine balcony in the lower hall, which is accessed from the rear staircase.
There are three fire exits opening from the ground floor to the outside of the building. Escape
routes from the upper floor are via the front and rear staircases to the ground floor fire exits.
The garden includes a hard-standing area suitable for vehicles.
The building is typically in use from 8.00 am to 11.00pm, with users present for about 50% of the
theoretical maximum usage.
Up to 3 employees may be in the premises at any one time with a maximum of up to 350 people
if there is a managed event utilising the building and the garden area. There are never more than
100 people in the building.

5. Fire Warning System:
The warning system divides the building into three sectors with smoke sensors in every room,
toilet, cupboard and staircase.
In addition there are break-glass alarms in every room and on each staircase.
There are automatic emergency lights in every room, toilet, cupboard and staircase except the
office.

6. Plan Drawing
A plan drawing is attached as Appendix B.

7. Fire Hazards
The hazards identified in the premises are documented in the current Fire Risk Assessment,
which also contains an action plan for managing the deficiencies identified.

8. Means of Escape
There are sufficient fire exits of suitable width to allow all persons using the premises to evacuate
in the event of fire. There are no dead-end conditions.
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All door fastenings can be easily opened when the premises are in use. All escape routes are
covered by emergency lighting and lead to a place of safety.
There are sufficient stairways and the stairways are wide enough to evacuate all occupants from
the premises even if one stairway is inaccessible due to fire. The exits from the stairways all lead
to places of safety, and not to enclosed spaces.
As the staircases are important safety routes, all doors to the staircases are 30-minute fire
resistant. All cupboards underlying the staircase will have 30-minute fire resistant ceilings, and
walls adjacent to the staircase will also be treated to be 30 minute fire resistant.
All areas are covered by automatic smoke detectors. This provides early warning for those
employees, users and hirers who may be on their own in the building.
It is anticipated that a fire in the building would be a slow to medium growth fire involving
carbonaceous materials. It is also anticipated that any fire occurring while the building is
occupied would be noticed fairly soon after ignition by employees, hirers or users due to the
working practices of the building.
There are no employees with disabilities that would prejudice their evacuation from the
premises. There is no lift in the building. Our planning assumes that anyone using the stairs to
evacuate the building will be at least moderately mobile as they would have already used the
stairs to reach the upper floor.
It is anticipated that all employees and users would have evacuated the building before any
escape route becomes untenable.
All employees and hirers are trained in what actions to take on hearing the alarm or discovering a
fire.

9. Signage
Signage will use BS 5499 ‘British Standard’ signs with supplementary text throughout.


‘Exit’ will be used to sign the normal route out of the premises.



‘Fire Exit’ will be used to sign routes used primarily or only as fire exits.

Fire
Exit
Signs will be prominently placed in the normal field of vision in such a way that they do not
compete with any other signage.

10. Fire Warning System
The fire alarm system (EN54 – 2&4) is maintained by Brighton Fire Alarms Ltd who carry out
weekly checks and an annual service. A maintenance log is kept on site.
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There are smoke sensors in every room, staircase and cupboard. There are break-glass alarms in
the lobby, front & rear stairs, upper and lower Halls.

11. Emergency Lighting System
There are automatic emergency lights in the lobby, front & rear stairs, upper & lower halls,
kitchen, all toilets and all cupboards.

12. Fire Fighting Equipment


2x 6L foam fire extinguishers in upper hall,



3x 9L foam fire extinguishers in the small meeting room



1x 2L powder fire extinguisher in the kitchen,



1x fire blanket in the kitchen



1x 2kg C02 fire extinguisher in the office

13. Management and Maintenance
Maintenance programme:


Daily visual building check



Weekly building check of all areas including fire doors, walls and partitions



Cleaners are instructed to report any hazards they find

Regular checks of signage:


Part of weekly building check

Maintenance of fire warning system:


Weekly check by Brighton Fire Alarms and annual check by Brighton Fire Alarms

Maintenance of emergency lighting system:


Weekly check by Brighton Fire Alarms and annual check by Brighton Fire Alarms

Maintenance of fire fighting equipment:


Annual Service by Connaught PLC

Location of records of above:


Maintenance of fire warning and emergency lighting systems: in cupboard above fire
alarm panel



Maintenance of fire fighting equipment: in office filing cabinet

14. Method for Calling Fire Service


The fire alarm is not directly connected to Fire Brigade.



Staff will call the Fire Brigade if on site at the time.



If no staff are present, responsibility lies with group leaders or other hirers.



Fire Procedure Notices are located at every fire extinguisher, main room door and
the front door with clear instructions (see Appendix C).

15. Emergency Action Plan
The emergency action plan is included as Appendix D.

16. Training
All employees receive fire safety training including a full explanation of the Emergency Action
Plan. This will be carried out on induction and at least once a year.
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Training is provided for regular hirers. The training programme is attached as Appendix E.
Occasional hirers are instructed in the basics of the plan and are shown how to locate safety
equipment and operate the alarm system.
Regular fire drills will be carried out to both support the training given and to test that the
procedures work appropriately.

17. Additional Information for the Fire Service
Date
Reported

Hazard or Note
The electricity mains switch is located to the right of the main door when
entering the building, in a high cupboard.
The gas mains switch is in the bottom of the electricity distribution cupboard at
the foot of the front stairs.
The rear staircase has no direct natural light.
There is a deep void beneath the wooden floor of the lower hall.
Access to the garden with a hard-standing area for vehicles is via a gate from
Southover Street.
The gate is 2.7 metres wide.
The hard-standing area in the garden is 16 metres by 10.5 metres.
Large vehicles intending to enter the garden should approach via Jersey Street to
avoid a tight turn into the gate.

18. Related Policies and Other Documents
Related policies and documents include:


Health and Safety Policy



Risk Management Policy

Date adopted:

June 2010

Last reviewed:

August 2014
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Appendix A - Building Inspection Plans
Weekly Inspection
Week Beginning:

Checked by:

Date:

Front Entrance
Floor

Walls

Windows

Doors

Lights

Mail Box

Leaflets
Posters

Lost prop.

Gas
Reading

Elec. L
Reading

Elec. N
Reading

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:
Baby Change Area
Floor

Walls

Door

Baby
Changer

Light

Problems/notes:
Women’s Toilet
Floor

Walls

Window

Doors

Lights

Hand Basins

Water Heater

Toilets

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:
Men’s Toilet
Floor

Walls

Windows

Doors

Lights

Hand Basins

Water Heater

Problems/notes:
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Toilets

No Fire
Hazards
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Lower Hall
Floor

Walls

Windows & Blinds

Drapes

Doors

Heaters

Socket covers

Fire Notices In Place

Fire Exits Clear

No Fire Hazards

Centre Spots

Clear Spots

Emergency Light by
Fire Door

Inter-comm.

Music System

Tables & Chairs

3 Fire Exts. In Good
Order

Lights
Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Problems/notes:

Kitchen
Floor

Walls

Windows

Door

Lights

Socket
Covers

Sink

Hand Basin

Water Heater

Worktop

Round
Tables

Fridges

Cupboards

Tea Urn
Empty

Microwave

Fire Blanket

Fire Ext. In
Good Order

Fire Notices
in Place

First Aid Box

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:

Toilet by Kitchen
Floor

Walls

Problems/notes:

Corridor from Kitchen to Exit
Air Filter

Door

Light

Hand
Basin

Toilet

No Fire
Hazards

Floor

Walls

Problems/notes:
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Fire Exit
Clear

Stairwell
Clear

No Fire
Hazards
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Balcony
Floor

Walls

Windows

Door

Lights

Extractor Fan

Socket Covers

Tables &
Chairs

Fire Ext. In
Good Order

Fire
Notices

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:
Back Staircase
Steps

Walls

Staircase
Clear

Lights

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:
Meeting Room

Floor

Walls

Windows
& Blinds

Door

Lights

Socket
Covers

2 Intercomms

Whiteboard,
pens etc

Tables &
Chairs

Fire
Extings.

Fire
Notices
In Place

Heaters

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:
Upper Hall
Floor

Intercomm

Walls

Windows, blinds

Doors

Socket Covers

Heaters

Thermostat Set

Music System

Tables & Chairs

Fire Exits Clear

3 Fire Extings. In
Place

Fire Notices In
Place

No Fire Hazards

Lighting Panels

Dimmer

Water Heater

Sink

Worktop

Fridge

Cupboards

First Aid Box

Kitchen Area
Socket Covers
Problems/notes:
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UH Toilet (Left)
Floor

Walls

Windows

Doors

Lights

Hand Basin

Water Heater

Toilet

No Fire
Hazards

Toilet

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:

UH Toilet (Right)
Floor

Walls

Windows

Doors

Lights

Hand Basin

Water Heater

Problems/notes:
Front Staircase
Steps

Walls

Lights

Windows

Staircase
Clear

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:
Office

Floor

Walls

Window

Doors

Lights

Intercomm

Shelves

Desks

Check timer shows correct time and is switched on (especially when clocks change).
Problems/notes:
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Fire
Exting. In
Good
Order

Fire
Notices In
Place

Radiator

No Fire
Hazards
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Garden Area
Gate &
Ramp

Flood-lights

Rear Fire
Escape

Garden
Furniture

Clear of
rubbish

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:
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Additional Monthly Inspection Items
Month:

Checked by:

Lower Hall

LH Toy Cupboard

Test Sockets

Floor

Date:

Walls

Door

Light

Tidy

No Fire Hazards

Problems/notes:

Kitchen

Toy Cupboard Under Rear Stairs

Test Sockets

Floor

Walls

Door

Tidy

No Fire Hazards

Problems/notes:

Balcony
Test Sockets

Balcony Cupboard
Test Sockets

Floor

Walls

Door

Light

Tidy

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:

Meeting Room

Events Cupboard

Test Sockets

Floor

Walls

Door

Light

Problems/notes:
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No Fire Hazards
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Upper Hall

Upper Hall Cupboard

Test Sockets

Floor

Walls

Door

Light

Tidy

No Fire Hazards

Problems/notes:

Rear Loft
Floor

Front Loft
Windows

Ladder

Lights

Tidy

No Fire
Hazards

Floor

Problems/notes:

Walls

Ladder

Lights

Tidy

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:

Front Staircase Cupboard

Floor

Windows

Door

Front Entrance

Light

Tidy

Clear Lost
Prop.
Drawer

No Fire
Hazards

Problems/notes:

Security Flood Lights
(NIGHT TIME)

Cleaning Cupboard

Leaflets

Floor

Problems/notes:

Office

Bike Store

Test Sockets

Floor

Problems/notes:

Problems/
notes:

Walls

Light

Tidy

Problems/notes:

(Date and time)
Walls

Door

No Fire
Hazard
s

Door

Problems/notes:
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Lights

Bikes Stored
Safely

Notices in
Place

No Fire
Hazards

Appendix B – Plan Drawing

Ground Floor Plan
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Gallery (Mezzanine) and First Floor Plan
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Appendix C - Fire Safety Notice
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Appendix D - Emergency Action Plan


In the event of an emergency group leaders should take responsibility for the members of
their group. If Hanover Centre staff or management committee members are on the
premises, they will take overall responsibility for the safety and security of the premises.



Anyone discovering a fire should press one of the break-glass alarms.



When the alarm sounds, group leaders should instruct their members to leave promptly by
the nearest exit. Group members should not delay their exit by going to find personal
belongings.



Group leaders should check any toilets in their area and then leave by the nearest exit taking
a copy of their group register with them. They should close doors behind them as they leave.



Exit routes on the ground floor are:



1.

the front entrance,

2.

the exit door to the garden ramp from the lower hall, and

3.

the rear exit door and steps from the bottom of the rear staircase.

Exit routes from the first floor are:
1.

the front staircase from the upper hall down to the front entrance (1 above), and

2.

the rear staircase from the upper hall down to the rear exit (3 above).



If a staircase is dangerous, evacuation from the upper hall should proceed via the other
staircase.



Groups in the small meeting room will normally evacuate by the rear staircase. Group leaders
will have a key to the upper hall, so that even if the upper hall door is locked they can
evacuate through the upper hall to the front staircase if necessary.



Groups should assemble on Jersey Street on the opposite side of Southover Street. Group
leaders should be prepared to stop the traffic if necessary to allow group members to cross
the road safely.



The first group leader or member of the Hanover Centre staff to leave the premises should
make a ‘999’ call to the emergency services. If no mobile phone is available there is a call box
50 metres up the hill on the corner of Southover Street and Grove Street. The address of the
Hanover Centre is 33 Southover Street, BN2 9UD.



If no member of the Hanover Centre staff is present, a group leader should also phone one of
the Hanover Community Association’s emergency numbers.



Group leaders responsible for children should be aware that they will require careful
supervision to avoid panic. They should take special care when crossing Southover Street.
Children should not be allowed to leave their group unless collected by a responsible adult.
Group leaders must prepare a plan for the safe supervision of uncollected children.



When the group has assembled, group leaders should check their register to ensure everyone
is present. When the register has been checked, group leaders may allow members of their
group to leave. They should avoid routes taking them past the front of the premises on
Southover Street as emergency vehicles may be arriving and the emergency services may be
at work in the street.



No-one may re-enter the premises until the emergency services have confirmed that the
premises are safe.



The escape routes are short and uncomplicated and do not pose problems for most people.
Wheelchair users are not able to access the first floor. Wheelchair users on the ground floor
should exit via the ramp to the garden from the lower hall.
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Group leaders must consider the special needs of any members of their group that might
impact on their ability to evacuate safely. They must prepare a plan for the evacuation of such
members of their group, taking into account the possibility that the easiest evacuation route
may not be available.



When the building has been evacuated, trained staff may use fire extinguishers on the base
of small fires. However, safety is paramount and no attempt should be made to deal with a
fire if there is any risk at all to the staff involved. In particular, any attempt to fight a fire
should be abandoned if the fire threatens an escape route or there is heavy smoke or the
flames approach shoulder height.



When the fire services arrive, a member of the Hanover Centre staff (if present) or a group
leader should identify themselves to them, explain what has happened, and whether there
are any special risks on the premises such as flammable materials.



There is normally no equipment on the premises that needs to be stopped or isolated in an
emergency. If any such equipment is introduced onto the premises for a specific purpose or
event, the relevant risk assessment should detail how and when it is to be stopped or
isolated.



If the fire alarm or emergency lighting systems are out of order, the premises should be
closed. The only exception to this is that in the event of planned maintenance, staff or trained
volunteers may follow an agreed plan to manage the risk by supervising the use of the
premises.



The Centre Co-ordinator will provide training for staff and group leaders so that they are able
to carry out their responsibilities in the event of an emergency.
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Appendix E – Fire Safety Training Programme
All staff and regular hirers will receive fire safety training. Refresher training will be provided
annually.
Occasional or one-off hirers will receive a briefing relevant to the particular activity and room
they will be using.
In all cases, staff and hirers will be required to sign a record of the training or briefing given.

Staff and Regular Hirers
At the end of the training session, the participants will be able to demonstrate an understanding
of:


Fire awareness. Dangers and misconceptions of fire.



Potential causes of fire in the premises.



Basic fire prevention.



The location of relevant equipment and escape routes.



The procedures to be followed in the event of a fire on the premises, including:



o

Means of escape. Importance of clear routes and use of fire doors before and
during an emergency.

o

Assembly points.

o

How to call the fire services and liaise with them on site.

o

When it is "safe" to use portable fire extinguishing media and media limitations.

The responsibilities of hirers towards the members of their group or class, including:
o

Keeping a register.

o

Making a plan for uncollected children.

o

Making an evacuation plan for people with special needs.

Occasional Hirers
At the end of the fire safety briefing, the participants will be able to demonstrate an
understanding of:


The location of relevant equipment and escape routes.



The procedures to be followed in the event of a fire on the premises, including:



o

Means of escape. Importance of clear routes and use of fire doors before and
during an emergency.

o

Assembly points.

o

How to call the fire services and liaise with them on site.

o

When it is "safe" to use portable fire extinguishing media and media limitations.

The responsibilities of hirers towards their guests, including:
o

The need to identify and brief at least one additional fire warden per 50
attendees.
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